**Class Profile**

The programme attracts exceptionally talented and vibrant group of individuals from diverse industries. The class composition of the 2016-17 batch is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch 2016-17</th>
<th>Work Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Batch Start Date:</strong> February 13, 2016</td>
<td>0-3 years - 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants Selected:</strong> 114</td>
<td>3-7 years - 37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Work Experience:</strong> 8 years</td>
<td>7-12 years - 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sectors represented:</strong> IT, ITES, KPO, Analytics, Consulting, Telecom, FMCG, BFSI, Pharma etc</td>
<td>&gt;12 years - 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant’s Organizations:</strong> Accenture, Adobe, ADP, Amazon, BoA Continuum, CA Technologies, Cognizant, Deloitte, EMC, E&amp;Y, GE India, HCL, HP India, HSBC, IBM, Infosys, KPMG, Microsoft, NIC, NPCI, RBS, TCS, Tech Mahindra, Tesco, UHG, Verizon, Wipro, WNS to name a few</td>
<td><strong>Programme Duration:</strong> 12 Months; 430 Contact hours - By far the highest contact hours offered by any leading Institution in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogy:</strong> Hybrid model (Class Room + Technology aided learning) with online tutorials</td>
<td><strong>Pedagogy:</strong> Hybrid model (Class Room + Technology aided learning) with online tutorials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A B Eswara Krishna
Senior Systems Analyst, UST Global

Current Role and Responsibilities
Developing a platform for a Location Aware Services by using some cutting edge technologies like Storm, kafka, Redis, Zookeeper, Rabbitmq, hibernate, Ansible. Built a highly scalable application for a highly available environment.

Previous Assignments
Worked at Meritrac Services Pvt Ltd, NDS, OnMobile Global Ltd in different technical roles which involved in design and development of different solutions. Implementation of the Agile Methodology in projects and lead small teams of 2 members. Worked in STB, Telecom, IOT and VAS domains.

Email ID: eswara_krishna_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9986629059
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/eswarakrishna

Amrita Singh
Project Manager

Current Role and Responsibilities
Strategic & Operational level management of Health Advisory Information System as a unique healthcare digital platform for all healthcare needs, Network Analytics for 3000+ Network Providers PAN India & Business Revenue Leaksags

Previous Assignments
Financial Business Analyst - ICICI Lombard- Feasibility of the new OPD policy in Indian Insurance Sector, Corporate Manager - ICICI Lombard - Case Management as a strategy for medical frauds management, Project Manager - ICICI Lombard - Phase I for Designing & Managing the Health Advisory Information System PAN India

Email ID: amrita_singh_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7674811018
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/dramritasingh
Anudeepa Yarlagadda
Senior Software Engineer, Bank of America

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Building analytics products that aim at solving complex business problems using statistical modelling, machine learning and natural language processing
Expertise in the integration of BI reporting tools (Tableau, Microstrategy) with analytics

**Previous Assignments**
Microstrategy/Tableau Consultant
Data Engineer - Hewlett Packard Global Soft (End to End Data-warehousing/BI Experience)

Email ID: anudeepa_yarlagadda_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9848357719
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/anudeepa-yarlagadda-048751ba

Anupam Piareji
Program Manager, Technosoft Corporation

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Working as Program, Project and Service Delivery Manager, handling multiple projects and driving the company’s projects through process designs, technology solutions and operational effectiveness using standard and mature processes and policies.

**Previous Assignments**
Project Manager Analyst, Direction Software Solution, Mumbai: Worked as Project Manager Analyst handling a team and working on multiple Java projects.

Technical Support Executive, Sitel, Mumbai. Worked as Technical Support Executive supporting products like McAfee.com and AOL.

Email ID: anupam_piareji_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9502490900
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/anupampiareji
Argho Chatterjee
Data Science & Big Data, Pepperfry

Current Role and Responsibilities
Over 7 Years of Experience, current responsibilities include training and tuning Sophisticated machine learning models using R, check their performances, perform AB testing and implement them in Hadoop (MR, java, pig).

Previous Assignments
Built a auto bot-detection system to detect bots on the product website using unsupervised (clustering) & supervised learning (decision tree, regression) techniques, Pepperfry.
Built e-commerce search product module for recommending products which are likely to be clicked using Logistic Regression, naive Bayes and Association rule Mining, Pepperfry.

Email ID: argho_pabitra_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 8898015070
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/argho-chatterjee-954b27ab

Arjun Tewari
System Administrator, Visa

Current Role and Responsibilities
Responsible for building scalable data driven solutions to aggregate, compute and analyze large volumes of data and provide insights to the business and technology stakeholders by connecting data from multiple distinctive data sources.

Previous Assignments
Team/Technical Lead, Computer Sciences Corporation
Sr. Software Engineer, ValueLabs
Software Engineer, HCL Technologies

Email ID: arjun.tewari@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8971632632
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/arjun-tewari-a158033?trk=hp-identity-name
Ashima Bhandari
Quality Analyst - I at Electronic Arts (EA)

Current Role and Responsibilities
Working in an online department handling the AAA titles. This is purely dedicated on testing the online aspects of the game to make sure there are no issues pre/post release of the title.
Worked on the following projects:
- UFC 2
- NHL 17
- Battlefield 1
- Mass Effect 4

Previous Assignments
QA Programmer (Ubisoft Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.) Worked as a development tester to check the critical issues in the game. Worked on various tools to look for the issues present in the game. Worked on interesting projects like - Just Dance 2014, Far cry, Just Dance 2015.

Email ID: ashima.bhd@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9604893336
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/ashima-bhandari-91059057

Bhargab Dutta
Lead Consultant- Analytics, General Mills

Current Role and Responsibilities
Set-Up Manufacturing Analytics group, Leading One Analytics Framework for End to End Supply Chain network,
Development of New capabilities, resource skill set, Strategic Thoughtprocess Leadership for Global Analytics Practice

Previous Assignments
Technical Leader- Reliability/Warranty Analytics for Aerospace Business Unit, Honeywell Technology Solutions
Technical Leader- for Oil & Gas practice of Engineering Services, Wipro Ltd.
R&D Engineer- Engineering Analytics for Marine, Oil & Gas practice, Indian Register of Shipping

Email ID: bhargabd@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9819393197
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/bhargabd
Chaitanya Prakash Patil
System Engineer, Tata Consultancy Services

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Total 3+ years experience in Asset Management Domain
working as Financial Reporting Analyst for a year
Developing and analysing Client Reports and Marketing Material
with SQL at backend

**Previous Assignments**
had experience on various Financial Research Management Tools like Tamale, Structured Product tools, Broker Comission Management tool Cogent,
Cashflow Generator Bondedge, Factset, Risk tool Barra
Salesforce Data Migration project

Email ID: **chaitanya_prakash_2016@cba.isb.edu**
Mobile No: **+91 9527228491**
LinkedIn ID: **https://in.linkedin.com/in/chaitanya-patil-8950875b**

Chandan Sharma
Group Manager - PMO, WNS Global Services Pvt Ltd

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Leading Project Management Office (PMO) for a British Pharma Company. Managed projects and programs in Pharma Commercial Analytics, Segmentation and Targeting, Launch and Marketing Excellence, Digital Analytics, Low cost promotion.

**Previous Assignments**
Managed development of CRM BI QlikView report suit as part of global transformation program for 90 odd countries; BI Manager, WNS
Established Incentive Analytics Service Line for 7k users, Group Manager – Business Intelligence, WNS
Managed team of analysts supporting Emerging Markets, Group Manager – Business Intelligence, WNS

Email ID: **chandan_sharma_2016@cba.isb.edu**
Mobile No: **+91 9953083430**
LinkedIn ID: **https://in.linkedin.com/in/chandan-sharma-pmp-b0b9911b**
Chandrajit Das
Data Scientist, Atos India Pvt. Ltd.

Current Role and Responsibilities
Create PoCs for multiple clients across various domains. Spearhead the offshore delivery for analytics projects. Adapt to newer technologies for client delivery, e.g. big data tools. Pretty hands on with statistical tools like R, Python, Statistica.

Previous Assignments
Data Analyst, IBM India Pvt. Ltd., Analyse sales and marketing data for a major business unit within IBM. Involved in descriptive, exploratory and predictive analytics for all IBM brands across domains at a worldwide level. Create dashboards for executive consumption. Involved in multiple training and skill building exercises for multiple teams.

Email ID: chandrajitdas@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9916657766
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/chandrajit

Deepthi Raju B
Data Analyst at PEDVAK Cranes Pvt Ltd

Current Role and Responsibilities
Design, Planning and Scheduling of projects, constantly review business performance and identify avenues to streamline operations in order to ensure greater efficiency. Compiling the data, analyzing the same for future forecasts and decision making.

Previous Assignments
Design Engineer at PEDVAK Cranes Pvt Ltd

Email ID: deepthiraju.b@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9618886661
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/deepthi-raju-3621a99b
Deepti Tiwari  
Assistant Manager-Analytics, Reliance Life Insurance

Current Role and Responsibilities
Interact with business users and COO to provide analytical solutions
Develop and validate predictive & statistical models in SAS /R
Preparing dashboards in SAS
POC & R&D on machine learning/models

Previous Assignments
RLI Projects
NOP Prediction Quarterly
Lapsation Risk Prediction
GIS- For opening new branches PAN India

BI Consultant - TCS
GE Finance- Data integration, ETL and dash boarding
NSE- Oracle to greenplum migration
Aegon Religare- BI Lead

Email ID: Deepti_Tiwari_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9819430338
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/deepti-tiwari-4327a019

Devesh Dubey  
Consultant, Deloitte Consulting

Current Role and Responsibilities
Developing customer analytics solution to evaluate customer life cycle value.
Consulting to client for simplifying business functions, optimizing the process & Risk assessment.
Building and strategize the analytics competencies in organization

Previous Assignments
Patni Computers - Software Engineer - Financial Data Transformation & reconciliation.

Email ID: devesh_dubey_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9899385317
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/devesh-dubey-5a4b0721
Dhivikram Nagendrababu  
Manager, Ernst and Young LLP

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
I have been part of EY for the last five and years in the Data analytics practice. I have delivered various engagements across areas such as Information management, Internal audit etc. Currently I am managing the Tax analytics team.

**Previous Assignments**
Business Intelligence, Senior Systems Engineer, Infosys

Email ID: Dhivik.ram@gmail.com  
Mobile No: +91 9884318394  
LinkedIn ID: http://linkedin.com/in/dhivikram-nagendrababu-pmp-61227285

Dikshya Ratha  
Fresher MSc. in Mathematics and Computing, IIT Guwahati (2015)

**Current Role and Responsibilities**

**Previous Assignments**

Email ID: dikshya.rath@gmail.com  
Mobile No: +91 9167459654  
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/dikshya-ratha-58356710a
Dilip Chakravarthy Singaraju
Manager, Accenture

Current Role and Responsibilities
Engineering Manager.  a) Drive technical projects and provide leadership in an innovative and fast-paced environment. b) Take responsibility for the overall planning, execution and success of complex technical projects.

Previous Assignments
Engineering Manager - Manager - CenterPoint(Utilities Company) - Redesign and Replatform to latest technologies which supports SMAC (social, mobile, analytics and cloud)
Engineering Manager - Manager - ESCOM(Utilities Company) - Collaboration platform implementation.
Engineering Manager - Manager - Pickles Plus - Online Sales/Auction

Email ID: dilip_singaraju_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 900496324
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/dilip-singaraju-600033a2

Dingi A S R Nandan
Subject Matter Expert, Chegg India Pvt. Ltd.

Current Role and Responsibilities
Authoring new solutions using R, SPSS, MINI-TAB, SAS and many other statistical tools.
Online tutoring for students of under graduation and post-graduation level on all statistical concepts.
Quality checking for External solutions.

Previous Assignments
Statistics Lecturer for Undergraduate students, A.G.L.Degree & P.G.College.

Email ID: nandan180589@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9700814748
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/nandan-asr-7a7a97113
Dipanjan Mitra
Senior Manager, IBM

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Data Scientist and Watson Content Analytics SME.
Building end-to-end Technical Architecture and solution for IBM Cognitive computing projects.

**Previous Assignments**
BPM/Integration Architect.
Technical Solution Architect and Project Manager.

Email ID: dipanjanimitra81@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8017986215
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/dipanjan-mitra-54730230

---

Gaurav Arora
Senior Risk Analyst, Royal Bank of Scotland

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Working on Projects & Adhoc’s using SAS EG for development of banking projects for the European market.
Major projects includes built of Data Mart for Mortgages Portfolio.
Tools used SAS/base, SAS/advancef, SAS/SQL, SAS/Macro, VBA.

**Previous Assignments**
Senior Associate
WNS Global Services, Gurgaon
Worked closely with the clients on projects and shared insights on KPIs for CPG retail sector like Sales, Stores Visits, Customer Segments (Age, Spend, Online) etc.
Extensively used SAS Base & Advanced as tools for data analysis.
Also used VBA programming to automate excel based dashboards.

Email ID: arora.gaurav14@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8527512141
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/gaurav-arora-140690
Gaurav Budhiraja
Associate Manager, CSC India Pvt Ltd

Current Role and Responsibilities

Previous Assignments
Casual analysis & strategic planning for production environment stabilization. Implementation of Agile Methodology in project development. SME & Business analyst of Insurance Product development. Leading Risk assessment & mitigation initiative at account level. Started SFT & GTC initiative in projects which reduces issues in UAT up to 60%.

Email ID: gaurav_budhiraja_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9811472202
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/gaurav-budhiraja-a9132516

Harish Pullamaraju
Practice Manager, Oakton Consulting

Current Role and Responsibilities
Program manager for global delivery roll outs and lay out new strategies for new end to end implementation for a practice of master data management (MDM), Data analytics and Information Management specialist teams for major banks and logistic clients across ANZ Regions.

Previous Assignments
Interacted with stakeholders for requirement analysis/gathering. Managed the implementation of multi-year Data Migration, DWH and BI for tax and accounting systems by working with cross functional team globally to deliver the project. Data migration lead on a significant business transformation project for one of the largest financial services in UK.

Email ID: pullhari@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9000050591
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/harish-pullamaraju-b3201214
Hemant Sahni
Business Analyst, Verizon

Current Role and Responsibilities
Managing, developing and executing the retain offers strategy for the wire-line embedded customers base.
Building analytical models & data analytics based on existing data to aid development of strategic market solutions and Go-To-Market Strategy.

Previous Assignments
Development and improvement of existing products with thrust on reducing cost, increasing system efficiency for being pro-active in the market & conceptualizing the requirements adhering with the SDLC cycle.
Analyzing & resolving revenue leakage scenarios, offers creation & design gaps by amalgamating options & providing dynamic solutions.

Email ID: hemant_sahni_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9791284589
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hemant-sahni-3b303259

Julius Moses Jones
Senior Consultant, Analytics, Business Advisory services, EY

Current Role and Responsibilities
Currently working on a performance improvement engagement for an energy company headquartered in UK using SQL and Tableau.
Working on Interactive Financial analysis to present visualization, automation and interaction in financial data.

Previous Assignments
Consultant, Analytics, EY, Worked on IA analytics for various clients across industries. Helped showcase and transform IA analytics in various companies. Worked on a revenue leakage project. Worked extensively on AR, AP. Developed predictive model for Attrition and market pricing. Fluent in Tableau, power BI, Spotfire, ACL, Office, Basic SAS and SQL Finance analytics- MIS/ Automation

Email ID: jmj_37@yahoo.com
Mobile No: +91 9841052799
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/julius-jones-66267b79?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile_pic
K Chandra Sekhar
Lead Systems Engineer

Current Role and Responsibilities
Responsible for developing software for driver frameworks, validation frameworks for Intel.
Architected, designed and implemented various software tools and Involved in design and DB migration, RDBMS, SQL and on web applications.

Previous Assignments
Technical Lead, Ericsson R&D.

Email ID: chandra_sekhar_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9741311774
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/chandra-sekhar-k-700a538

K S A MAHESH
Software Engineer, DST IT Services, India

Current Role and Responsibilities
Match your Hero: Analyze the Soccer Data set to recommend players to a particular player.(Won: Rising Star award).
Implemented multiple enhancements for US health care product Amisys Advance. Coding was done primarily in Java.

Previous Assignments
<Case study in predicting the Immigration rate in USA,Statistics>,<Indian School of Business>
<Analyzing patents data and used clustering techniques>,<Indian School of Business>
<District Information System for Education ,Tableau>,<Indian School of Business>

Email ID: k_mahesh_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7769040088
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/mahesh-karri-2aba5617
Kishore Kumar Kotha
BI & Big data Architect (AVP), JP Morgan Chase, India

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Data Modeling, Data Architecture, BI and Big data end-to-end implementation, People Management

**Previous Assignments**
Data Architect at IBM, BI solution Architect at TCS

Email ID: kotha.kishore@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9032029997
LinkedIn ID: kotha.kishore@gmail.com

Kulpreeth Singh
Risk Analyst, Amazon

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Risk Management

**Previous Assignments**
Business Presentation Specialist, McKinsey&Co

Email ID: kulpreeth_singh_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7306032616
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/kulpreeth-singh-82350435
Kunal Dharmadhikari
Senior Analyst, Accenture

Current Role and Responsibilities
Working as Senior Analyst and doing Strategic Reporting for Quality Assurance and Development projects for IT Client in Financial Domain. Previously was involved in Quality Assurance through automation frameworks.

Previous Assignments
Senior Analyst, Accenture - Metrics Reporting and Dash-boarding that is for Strategies for Financial services client.

Email ID: kunal.dharmadhikari90@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9168014433
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kunal-dharmadhikari-894573104

Lakshmikanth Darbha
Associate VP Analytics, NPCI-National Payments Corporation Of India

Current Role and Responsibilities
Have Setup the MIS & reporting team from scratch at NPCI, created the roadmap for analytics, big data vision 2020 and have setup the analytics centre of excellence. Lead a team of 25 analysts, 5 vendor teams

Previous Assignments
Deployed over hundreds of models, working on recommender system(Loyalty offers) platform, real time fraud risk detection, operations excellence models; Marketing analytics, social media analytics, web analytics, works closely with PMO, RBI, Department of financial services; Worked at Citi, StanC, Fullerton, ING & Karvy computershare

Email ID: lakshmikanth_darbha_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91-8106916641
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/lakshmikanth-darbha-82948314
Malathy Venugopal
Assistant Vice President, Barclay's shared services

Current Role and Responsibilities
This is a key data governance role, responsible for delivering data governance initiatives across IB ref data. Accountabilities include business data strategy, master data management, data standardisation, data stewardship and data quality

Previous Assignments
Head IT - Daimler Financial Services India Pvt Ltd
Consultant - Daimler Financial Services India Pvt Ltd
Business Analyst - Tata consultancy services

Email ID: malathy_venu@hotmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9940059792
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/malathy-venugopal-9aa3209

Milind G Patil
Solution Architect at Amdocs

Current Role and Responsibilities
Product management.
Pre-sales support.
Designing technology solution architectures with specialization in BI and Data Warehousing.
Consulting clients throughout Product Development lifecycle.
Participation and contribution in data analytics forum

Previous Assignments
Team Leader.
Led development team of 15+ members.
Project planning and execution.
End to end implementation of data warehouse & Billing projects.
Successful implementation of a data hub solution with 1000+ jobs, 100+ reports & extracts.
Performance improvement to reduce solution execution time.
Focal point at client site through entire SDLC.

Email ID: milindgpatil@outlook.com
Mobile No: +91 9850837288
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/milind-patil-8b7a804
Mohit Kalsi
Lead Consultant, Genpact Headstrong Capital Market

Current Role and Responsibilities
Build, publish and customise Tableau interactive reports, workbook and dashboards across multiple data sources. Recommends process improvement conceptual solutions on system design. Develop database T-SQL scripts, procedures and models.

Previous Assignments
Senior Analyst, Accenture
Analysed legacy systems and mapped business rules into technical design, use case and unit test documents. Analysed, Estimate, Build, Test, and Develop multiple projects. Developed Microsoft Business Intelligence and Web based applications.

Email ID: Mohit_kalsi_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 8588814944
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohit-kalsi-4508a832

Narayanasamy Kanakasabai
VP / Principal Architect, i|Nautix Technologies Ltd [BNY Melon company]

Current Role and Responsibilities
ML and Bigdata leadership on Financial Analytics Space. Building, Designing Data products and Knowledge Graph. Roadmap on ML, Bigdata and Private/Public Cloud. Complete Data practice expertise for Business, Stakeholders and customer's customer
Innovation and Business Value Creation

Previous Assignments
AVP/ Product Delivery Head, Intellect Design Arena Ltd
Program and project delivery on the complete life cycle of Data. Expertise in Various Databases, ETL and Data Visualization. Key strengths- Database design, Model on OLTP, Dataware housing, Business Intelligence, Data Architecture, Design and maintaining High Performance Data Products.

Email ID: knsamy@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 98846 88865
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/narayanasamy-k-9b88951a
Navjeet Singh Dua
Associate Manager (Product Engineering) - Analytics, Nucleus Software

Current Role and Responsibilities
Developing Java and Hadoop based analytics product, ‘Lending Analytics’ for Banking and Finance Industry. Building and maintaining models for various banks and. Involves in resolving design related issues and in future road-map discussion.

Previous Assignments

Email ID: Navjeet_Singh_2016@CBA.ISB.EDU
Mobile No: +91 8587944424
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/navjeet-dua-39155310

Partik Asija
Consultant, Deloitte Consulting

Current Role and Responsibilities
An astute professional with 7 years of experience in implementing DW/BI solutions
Working on implementation of Hadoop on Azure Cloud using Agile Methodologies
Working on various Analytics problems using Analytics tools like R, SAS, Tableau.

Previous Assignments
Build DW/BI Solutions for various Client which includes DWH, ETL, Reporting, Testing and Reviews using Agile Methodologies. Involved in driving various data and technology-led initiatives, client coordination. Experience in Pre-Sales/Proposals for various projects.

Email ID: partik_asija_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 8527333001
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/partik-asija-ab41ab5afernandez-00683464
Pavan Kancharala
Data Scientist, Syntel ltd

Current Role and Responsibilities
Business Analysis, Predictive Modelling, Statistical Analysis Visualization (Tableau) and R&D on Machine learning.

Previous Assignments
Predictive Modeler: Syntel ltd: Litigation Prediction in Claims and Claims Year on Year Performance Trend Visualization

Email ID: pavan_kancharala_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9920300918
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/pavankancharala

Pavan Krishna Prasad Gali
Tech Lead, Futuretech Group

Current Role and Responsibilities
Development Implementation

Previous Assignments
Team Lead, Microsoft Corporation(Veda HR Solutions) Hyderabad
Senior Software Engineer, NTTDATA Inc.(Alten calsoft labs) Hyderabad
Senior Software Engineer, Accenture Services Private Limited, Hyderabad

Email ID: pavan_gali_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9160826466
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/pavan-gali-555634125
Pradeep Kumar Athmakur
Sr. Program Manager, Microsoft

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Manages Finance IT Projects

**Previous Assignments**
Consultant for Ernst & Young

Email ID: apradeepk@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 7893558877
LinkedIn ID:

---

Praison Selvaraj
Architect, ADP (Automatic Data Processing)

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Own the technical architecture, framework and non-functional requirements of the assigned applications.
Serving as a Full Stack Architect who can provide consultation on all the relevant technologies.
Choosing and justifying technology choices.

**Previous Assignments**
Role: Architect
Design and Architecture of AngularJS based applications, code structure, code analysis using Plato, structural templates, mocking API data. NRS Mobile solution using Microservices on Docker
Setup Google Analytics for web analytics and Splunk for log analysis.
Working on a ChatBot using NLP

Email ID: praisons@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8106572661
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/praison-selvaraj-66b0158
Prashant Shekhar
Group Technical Specialist, HCL Technologies

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Managing aerospace projects in HCL technologies. Responsibilities include planning, forecasting, tracking projects and preparing dashboards and reports for senior management. a Modelling & ETL

**Previous Assignments**
Worked in wireless R&D team on telecom networking product (2G and 3G domain) at Tech Mahindra, Lucent Technologies and Alcatel-Lucent Technologies.
- Worked as Program Manager and SME managing releases in WCDMA Nodeb and RNC product. Worked as prime handling customer issues for current and past releases.

Email ID: pshekhar123@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9880619019
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shekhar-prashant-4261925

Praveen Kumar Orvakanti
Business Lead, L Brands

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Responsible for implementation of the strategy around performance management of digital marketing & e-commerce functions for Victoria’s Secret. > Develop key KPI’s, trends, dashboards & reports in consultation with Executive leadership.

**Previous Assignments**
> Product Owner - McFadyen Solutions: Lead multi-million dollar e-commerce projects driving product roadmap and vision.
> Product Owner - Visual IQ: Managed end-to-end delivery of an Enterprise-Quality Rule based Product-suite that drastically reduced client onboarding.
> Researcher - TCS: Hold two patents in the field of Data center optimization.

Email ID: praveen_kumar_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7259715007
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/praveen-orvakanti-69185821
Priydarshan M V
Consultant - Business Advisory Services, Ernst & Young

Current Role and Responsibilities
Currently engaged with Financial Services team. Developing analytical routines for Accounts Payable process using SQL Server Database, Excel and Tableau

Previous Assignments
Led a team of two analysts on the development of a costing-profitability analytics model using Activity Based Costing for a major vehicle manufacturer.
Developed ‘Spend Analyzer’, a vendor spend-pattern analytics tool based on Oracle model for a leading US based life sciences company.

Email ID: priyadarshan.vicky@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9791150765
LinkedIn ID: in.linkedin.com/in/priyadarshan-mv-96a73156

Raghavendra Chitta
Associate Director, KPMG Global Services

Current Role and Responsibilities
Launched a new data and analytical platform to provide financial analytics on demand to support the deal advisory business globally.
Lead the delivery of benchmarking services to provide diligence support for a typical M&A engagement

Previous Assignments
Project Manager, Global Data - lead the development of new business analytics platform for the life sciences industry; Business Manager - Genpact - Lead the delivery of business research services for a global pharmaceutical company; Senior Analyst - Market Intelligence, Deloitte - Identify new market opportunities in the life sciences industry

Email ID: raghavendra_c_2016@isb.cba.edu
Mobile No: +91 9560033937
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/raghavendrachitta
Rahul Gupta
Computer Scientist 2, Adobe Systems

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
I am the lead engineer on Adobe’s Creative Cloud Application. I am leading a team of engineers for development & maintenance of application delivery platform. Recently involved in data instrumentation and analysis to increase customer success rate.

**Previous Assignments**
SDE II, Microsoft India (R&D) - Software Engineer in Windows Inbox App Development team. I primarily worked on Windows PDF Parsing & Rendering platform.
Lead Software Engineer, Atrenta - Software Engineer in development team for DFT tools used by semi-conductor companies for chip verification. requirements, recommending solution development, performing analysis on historical data.

Email ID: rahulgupta999@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9599315215
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/rahul-gupta-679a6617

---

Raj Vikas Daliparthy
Marketing Manager, AOI

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Responsible for media plans and for delivering campaigns and communication programs across ATL & BTL media, digital and ground events
Strategic alliances with partners and service providers
Developed and managed customer insight programs

**Previous Assignments**
Led the development and deployment of digital strategy and solutions for the division. Asst. Marketing Manager, Eenadu Digital Drive data and technology led integrated marketing initiatives across Earned, Owned and Paid media. Sr. Analyst, Lycos Internet

Email ID: raj_vikas_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9811177409
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/rajvikasdaliparthy
Rajesh Vegi
Architect, Cognizant Technology Solutions

Current Role and Responsibilities
11+ Years of IT Experience with specialization in Big Data, AWS and banking domain. Designing and Building Data marts for leading US Banking clients. Experience in Data architecture, R, Python, Spark, H20 etc. Managing high performance delivery teams

Previous Assignments
Architect – Cognizant Technology solutions. Technical lead of Credit Card Recoveries Integration program for leading US Bank
Technology Specialist – Cognizant Technology solutions. Technical lead of Payment integration program for leading Bank in UK

Email ID: Rajesh.Vegi@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9840586049
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/rajeshvegi

Rami Reddy Kowaluru
Software Engineer, Accenture

Current Role and Responsibilities
Working for healthcare project in Customer service, membership and claims domains as functional tester

Previous Assignments
GATE 2013 qualifier
Finished hackerrank python domain challenge with 139th rank out of one lakh people

Email ID: rami_reddy_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9052575569
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramireddy-kowaluru-5b1681b8
Rishabh Gupta
Senior Database Engineer, Hubzu

Role and Responsibilities
Data Analytics and BI Solution Architect.
Building statistical models for bid fallout prediction, lead to opportunity conversion.
Database & ETL Expert (Development & Performance tuning)
Technologies – RDBMS, Python, ETL, R, MongoDB, Apache Spark

Previous Assignments
Software Developer, Applied Materials
Oracle Certified SQL Expert & Advanced PL/SQL Certified Professional
Tuning Databases by Reorganizing tables/Tablespaces, SQL queries, analyzing AWR report & DB statistics.
Associate Software Engineer, Accenture
Responsible for creating and modifying the PL/SQL programs according to the business requirement.

Email ID:rishabh_gupta_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9980276436
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/rishabh-gupta-76656738

Rohit Singhavajhala
Marketing Manager - Oasis Centre for Reproductive Medicine

Current Role and Responsibilities
I lead the team responsible for online and offline marketing along with corporate communications and PR

Previous Assignments
Account Manager, GenY Medium

Email ID: rohit_venkatasai_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7774019197
LinkedIn ID: www.in.linkedin.com/in/svsrohit
**Sachi Sharma**
Senior Associate Technology, SapientNitro

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Working as program manager running the data initiatives within the data service line. The role involves working with stakeholders & development team and running some of the key platform initiatives on big data and data science.

**Previous Assignments**
Worked with leading U.S based automobile company as data analyst on big data platform.
Worked as BI & Data Visualization tools as project lead in development roles with leading Canadian retail chain and U.S based insurance company.
Worked as consultant on Java technologies with multiple U.S based clients across different domains.

Email ID: sachi_sharma_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9818113740
LinkedIn ID: www.linkedin.com/in/sachisharma

---

**Sachin Kulkarni**
AVP, Intellect Design Arena

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
To lead the solutioning of software applications offered to banking customers. Responsible for product demos and functional discussions with customer.
Proficient with statistical tools like R, Tableau and SAS,

**Previous Assignments**
AVP:- Product Management, Equifax Credit Information Services Pvt. Ltd
Sr. Manager:-Product Sales, Polaris Financial Technology Ltd
Regional Sales Manager, ICICI Bank Ltd

Email ID: sachinkulkarni2211@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9820158433
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/sachin-kulkarni-14b08914
Sanjeev Kumar Singh
Big Data & Analytics Architect, Capgemini

Current Role and Responsibilities
Over 14 years of experience, current responsibilities include architecting Big Data and Analytics solutions and delivery for various clients

Leading RFIs, RFPs, POCs and capability development of the Big Data and Analytics COE

Previous Assignments
Hadoop and Product Consultant - HCL
Group Leader, OSS Activation products - Amdocs
Product Technical Lead, Finacle Integration - Infosys
Sigma Sigma Analyst - Tata Steel
IIT BHU Graduate, CFA Level 2 passed

Email ID: sanjeev_singh_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9620388700
LinkedIn ID: http://au.linkedin.com/in/sanjeevks

Sarath Krishna
Project Manager, HSBC Technology Hyderabad

Current Role and Responsibilities
Managing a cross functional team of technical and operations professionals using Agile and Devops methodologies.
Implemented various regulations including Regulation-W for US in Credit Risk Applications at HSBC
Managing talent & performance.

Previous Assignments
Managed the Basel Committee (BCBS) principles for Risk Reporting at HSBC.
Lead development of Business Intelligence projects at HSBC and Infosys Technologies
Selected for flagship Leadership Development program (Fusion-2014) and emerging talent program in 2009 at HSBC.

Email ID: sarath_krishna_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9000144366
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarath-krishna-atkuri-50551531
**Sasikala Nagireddy**  
Data Engineer (Analytics and Data Management COE), Hewlett Packard Enterprise

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Predictive modeling, applying machine learning algorithms to various Data mining problems.
Proficient in building advanced analytics products using R, Python, Spark.
Experience in developing complex visualizations, reports using tableau, power BI, BO.

**Previous Assignments**
Experience in dealing with large data sets. Worked on Big data Analytics Proof of Concepts.
Experience as ETL developer in various data ware house projects. Involved in data collection, data transformations, designing the data flow model for analytics enabled data marts.

Email ID: sasikala_nagireddy_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 9036411550  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sasikala-nagireddy-60b4b83b

---

**Satvika**  
Senior software engineer, Accenture

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
ERP consultant.. dealt with social media giants.. financial firms and health care sectors

**Previous Assignments**
Twitter, Travellex, Christiana care health systems

Email ID: Satvika_nanduri_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 9966216170  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/m/profile/ACoAAANxV74BW7O3uJpEzeespkr3h7cn75xT5x6EUg/
Saurabh Gupta  
Technical Lead-Cognitive Applications, IBM  

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Leading IBM Cognitive Applications architecture, design & development using AI platform Watson  
IBM Cloud Bluemix based applications using Java, Node.js, NLP, MongoDB, Solr  
POC for analytic apps using R, python, Hadoop, Machine Learning, Text Analysis  

**Previous Assignments**  
Tech Lead, IBM: Developed POC for Bigdata initiative for Mobile App Analytics using Hadoop Mapreduce  
Sr. S/w Engr, Aricent: Architecture, Design & development of Java/J2ee, Oracle based Analytical Reports & Revenue Assurance Applications  
S/w Engr, Infosys: Lead ETL Data Migration Projects using RDBMS, DB2/Oracle, DB2 & Web App development  

Email ID: saurabh07@gmail.com  
Mobile No: +91 9711133109  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/saurabh-gupta-14a74920

Senthil Kumaran Subbaiya  
Software Engineer Sr. Analyst, Accenture  

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Developing mobility solution for document reading and annotations using Open UI technologies in SAP Mobility Platform  

**Previous Assignments**  
Associate - Projects, Cognizant Technology Solutions. Worked for consumer goods giant in Advertising and Consumer promotion for different brands. Developed integrated tool for coupon management, forecasting and reconciliation after actual sales.  
Senior Software Engineer, Infosys Ltd. Worked for a banking client in ETL for Cash Flow Advisory  

Email ID: senthil_kumaran_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 9962088394  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/senthilkumaransubbaiya
Shajee Pulukkool
Tech Training Specialist, Amazon (AWS)

Current Role and Responsibilities
Providing Amazon web services (AWS cloud) architecture training for the customer.

Previous Assignments
Data Analyst: - Converting existing SAS model into R. Existing gain chart is the customized one written in SAS. New model was created in R. <Accenture>

Data Analyst: - Developed a machine learning technique and applied a specific algorithm to process the datasets.

Email ID: shajee.p@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9611011001
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/shajee-pulukkool-87611724

Shankha Subhra Ghosh
Deputy General Manager - Marketing & Analytics, Avagmah

Current Role and Responsibilities
Lead generation, SEM, SEO, social media marketing, conversion optimization, marketing mix modelling, attribution modelling, web analytics, campaign analytics, A/B testing, multivariate testing, customer life time value optimization, churn prediction.

Previous Assignments
Senior Manager - Marketing, Avagmah
Manager - Marketing, 24x7 Learning
Driving net new leads through paid and non-paid channels (SEM, SEO and Email Marketing). Providing regular reporting of web analytics, on-line advertising and email marketing campaigns. Developing strong analytics and reporting for sales & marketing.

Email ID: shankha1.ghosh@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9886441682
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shankha-ghosh-5ab38517
Shantnu Gupta
IT Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services

Current Role and Responsibilities
Dimensional Modeling of DW for reporting and data analytics needs of the client Airtel.
ETL design and development for loading DW. Performance tuning of Database loads.
Development of the dashboards in Tableau for real time load status reporting.

Previous Assignments
Kernel Developer, Oracle Financial Services Software Ltd.
Core development experience on PL/SQL for leading banking software FLEXCUBE.
Consultant, Snap-On
Requirement gathering, and end-to-end implementation for Suzuki.
ETL Developer - SSE, Aditi Technologies
ODI Development for EDW reporting needs in betting and gaming domain for Ladbrokes.

Email ID: shantnu.gupta@outlook.com
Mobile No: +91 9999789420
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/shantnu-gupta-59168823

Sheel Kumar
Lead Assistant Manager, EXL Services

Current Role and Responsibilities
Handling a team of 10 persons, working for a very renowned US insurance client
Proficient in Life insurance administration systems - Vantage and LifePRO
Formulating Analytics initiative within LifePRO

Previous Assignments
Senior Software Engineer, Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) - Life Insurance Domain - Vantage and wMA
Software Developer, Perotsytems (Dell Inc.) - Health Insurance Domain

Email ID: sheel.knit@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9999359878
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sheel-kumar-0a661926?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile
Shivani Singh
Assistant Professor, JSS Academy of technical education

Current Role and Responsibilities
Teaching Operations research. Handling academic projects in this field. Have also taught Statistical Signal Processing, Basic Electronics and Statistics.

Previous Assignments
Mentor, Data Analytics; Ritusha consultants pvt. ltd.
Taught bachelors and masters students Data Analysis in R and Excel.
Guided students with academic projects based on data analysis.

Email ID: shivani_singh_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9899393136
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shivanisingh3?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile

Shobhit Verma
Senior Consultant, Infosys Ltd.

Current Role and Responsibilities
More than 11 years of experience in the areas of Business Analysis, Presales, and Project Management in multi-cultural environment. Holds an Engineering and MBA degree. Currently, leading a team of Business Analysts for projects in CRM domain.

Previous Assignments
Senior Executive - Business Development, 3i Infotech Ltd.
Programmer Analyst, Syntel Ltd.

Email ID: verma.shobhit@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8096225000
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/shobhit-verma-6a546912
Siva Gangadhar Galla
Consultant, Microsoft

Current Role and Responsibilities
Developing BI and Data Analytics solutions for Enterprise customers. Performed data analysis, creating ETL jobs and developing reporting solutions. Hands on experience in implementing Machine Learning techniques (both in R and Azure Machine Learning).

Previous Assignments
Worked as a Senior Software Engineer, developing data centric applications using Microsoft Technology stack.
Senior Software Engineer, FactSet Information Systems
Senior Software Engineer, S & P Capital IQ

Email ID: siva_gangadhar_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9912850521
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/siva-gangadhar-g-88319450

Soumya Kanti Chakraborty
Assistant Consultant, Tata Consultancy Services

Current Role and Responsibilities
Technical Architect / Advanced Analytics Consultant to topmost Telecom client.
i) Implementation & delivery lead for building analytical & machine learning models to simplify process / business.
ii) Design of POC & RFP of Analytics/ML assignments.

Previous Assignments
Embedded System Designer, Tata Consultancy Services
(*)Design profiler (tracers) for telecom boards (Freescale)
ITIL Change Management Lead, Tata Consultancy Services
(*)Worked with change design, planning and execution for a S&P500 asset management client.

Email ID: soumyakanti.chakraborty@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8978291627
LinkedIn ID: https://se.linkedin.com/in/soumya-kanti-chakraborty-174b838
Sourav Majumder
Senior Manager, Alicon Group of Companies

Current Role and Responsibilities
10+ years
Manufacturing Program Management, Risk Analysis, Quality Management, Cost Management, Team Management.
Presently holding a part-time position as a Consultant with AP Government, working in the areas of start-up policy formation.

Previous Assignments
Program Manager, Raymonds Ltd. (Ring Plus Aqua), Pune, Mumbai and Nashik
Program Manager, Dana Holding Pvt. Ltd., Pune
Program Manager, Autoline Industries Ltd., Pune
Sales and Business Development, British Telecommunications Ltd., Newcastle, UK
Research Associate (Life Prediction of High Strength Steels), University of Plymouth and CORUS, UK

Email ID: sourav_majumder_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9527595800
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/msourav01

Sowjanya Addala
Service Delivery Manager, Capgemini India Pvt. Ltd

Current Role and Responsibilities
SAS DI Developer: Responsible for Enterprise Data Warehouse and mapping data from multiple sources building and implementing data flows and loading data into SAS Analytical/Reporting Data marts.

Previous Assignments
Client interaction for business process definition, process document maintenance, analytical reports. Involved in improving data quality, designing and analyzing data using different tools.

Email ID: sowjanya_addala_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +60 104017989
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sowjanya-a-01542a12b
Sravya Chunduri
Data Analyst at Chunduri Management Finance Consultancy Pvt Ltd

Current Role and Responsibilities
Dashboard creation on business data using Tableau.
Exploratory analysis and interpreting data driven insights
Analysis on client's business model and information gathering to analyze business pain points from data perspective

Previous Assignments
Data Analyst at Facebook(Contract) for 2 years
MIS Analyst at MAA Television Pvt Ltd For 1 and a half year

Email ID: sraavyachunduri@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9705158833
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/sraavya-chunduri-2b42b1115

Shree Sudha
Software Engineer, United Health Group

Current Role and Responsibilities
Responsible in building distributed, scalable, and reliable data pipelines that ingest process and analyze data at scale and in real-time. Performed offline/online analysis of large data sets using DATASTAGE components, oracle and pl/sql.

Previous Assignments
A certified DATASTAGE developer with 4 years’ experience on ETL tools which includes experience in health care.

Email ID: shreesudhha0505@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9985462000
LinkedIn ID:
Srikanth Vidapanakal
Associate Director - Analytics, Happiest Minds

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Analytics Pre-sales and Customer Interactions,
Build Analytics Solutions / PoCs on Marketing Analytics, Customer Analytics,
- Manage Data Science Projects,
- Build Predictive Models,
- Build Data Science Team

**Previous Assignments:**
Principal Architect - Data Science, TechChefs Software Pvt. Ltd,
Senior Technology Architect - Big Data and Analytics, Infosys Pvt. Ltd,
Lab Services Consultant, IBM Systems & Technology Labs, India

Email ID: srikanth_vidapanakal_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9886109435
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/srikanth-vidapanakal-7463b18?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile

Subba Reddy Yeruva
Solution Analyst, HSBC

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
As a solution analyst, I work on projects that involve statistics, machine learning, NLP and data visualization. I also work on marketing analytics and campaign optimization projects that helps sales & marketing team in up-selling and cross selling.

**Previous Assignments**
Senior Software Engineer, HSBC
Responsible for providing e2e solution for applications like Sales and Marketing System, Data warehousing and Query Studio.
SME for core banking where I was needed to provide Functional Design and Technical Design for various applications.
I have also handled roles in Product Development and Performance Engineer.

Email ID: yeruva.s.reddy@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9966383718
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/subba-reddy-yeruva-2a5618b0
Sudarshan Singh  
Data Scientist, CGI  

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Building predictive analytics model for the machine to generate actionable insights to minimize the down time.  
Perform an extensive data studies to understand the statistical behaviors for machine sensors.  
Design and implement data ingestion techniques for real-time data coming from various sensors.  

**Previous Assignments**  
Collaborated closely with business analysts and application developers to extract data relevant for analysis.  
Developed and planned the required analytics projects in response to business needs.  
Worked with analytics teams to clean, transform, group and analyze different kinds of data.  

Email ID: sudarshan_singh_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 9820882732  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mesdsingh

Sudhansu Taparia  
Software Engineer, Microsoft  

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Develop Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing Solutions using Microsoft Technologies.  
Develop Azure Machine Learning models.  
Develop reporting solutions using Microsoft PowerBI, Tableau & Excel based reports.  

**Previous Assignments**  
Sr. Technical Associate at Cognizant,  
Technical Lead at Tech Mahindra,  
Systems Engineer at Infosys Ltd.  
Subject Matter Expert : SQL, SSAS, Hadoop, R, Python, Machine Learning, Power BI, Tableau

Email ID: sudhansu_taparia_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 976664009  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sudhanshu-taparia-5a166817?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile
Sujoy Chatterjee
Principal Data Engineer, Insideview Inc.

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Building Machine Learning Models and analysis of Insideview core data
Developed Record Linkage based Matcher model
Proficient in R, Python, SQL, Hive, Hadoop and Spark
Design of enterprise applications and data modeling in big data platform

**Previous Assignments**
Sole representative from Microsoft IT India to present a session at the “Practice of Machine Learning” Conference at Redmond in 2014
Delivered several ML projects at Microsoft including “Intelligent Product Feedback Systems for Customer Service Channels”, a multi classification problem and "Predicting hourly Cab demand" a forecasting problem

Email ID: sujoy_chatterjee_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9949474601
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sujoy-chatterjee-40a0251

Suman Kumar Chalavadi
Sr. Software Developer, Crest Premedia Solutions Pvt Ltd (Now renamed to SpringerNature)

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Development of machine learning based solutions for structure analysis and marking of reference section in research articles and books published by SpringerNature.
Exploring new solutions for sequential tagging problems.

**Previous Assignments**
Multi-level document classification and extraction of ingredients, steps and title from recipes at Glam India Pvt. Ltd.
Legal document analysis and extraction at Alliance Global Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Junior Research Associate at Infosys Labs.

Email ID: suman_kumar_2016@isb.cba.edu
Mobile No: +91 8806016019
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sumankumar
Sumeet Kakroo
Team Leader, HSBC Technology India

Current Role and Responsibilities
Currently playing role of Project Manager and handling a project team of size 20. Responsible for implementing Agile Practices in Release & Test Environment Management. Also, contributing in data analytics initiatives as part of Innovation Labs.

Previous Assignments
Worked in HSBC Technology Services, USA, NY as a Developer in 2008 and as a Technical Project Lead in 2011 and 2012 for migration of Credit Insurance application for portfolio sold to Capital One. At HSBC Technology, Worked on several Core Banking Projects in following area's - Wealth Management, Retail & Credit Risk, Limits & Mitigants.

Email ID: kakroo.sumeet@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 8698142010
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/sumeet-kakroo-53b15b73

Surajit Dhar
Sr. Program Manager, Microsoft

Current Role and Responsibilities
Data Analyst in Sales Analytics Team. We look and analyze historical sales data to suggest process improvements, reduce seller cognitive loads through contextual recommendation, forecasting and SME recommendation using network graph for a seller.

Previous Assignments
Trade Compliance through screening to block transactions against certain identified parties. Applied Fuzzy Logic for screening names and addresses. Patent Application on “Robust Matching For Identity Screening” filed.
b. Big Data Implementation on HIVE.
c. Design, Development, Perf Tuning of Data Warehousing Solutions (Kimball).

Email ID: surajitd@microsoft.com
Mobile No: +91 9160211000
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/surajitdhar
Sushil Kumar
Technical Lead, Sears Holdings Corporation India

Current Role and Responsibilities
Technical Lead in System and software Development in the business area of Supply chain and Pricing.
Working on POC to get analytical insights from huge datasets by doing exploratory data analysis and modelling using R and machine learning techniques.

Previous Assignments
Team Lead - Mahindra Satyam
Software Engineer - Mphasis, an HP Company
Member Technical Staff - HCL Technologies

Email ID: sushilmail07@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9850894002
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/sushil-kumar-b66b7787

Suvro Shankar Ghosh
Data Scientist (Atos India)

Current Role and Responsibilities
Work with key Line of Business, Risk Management to maximise data intelligence and implement new statistical models .Using Data Visualisation techniques.
Software Used: SAS EG (7.1), R, SAP Hana, Tableu

Previous Assignments
Royal Dutch Shell, Assistant Manager in Analytics.
Mittal Steel, Deputy Manager in Statistics: Sales forecasting, Six Sigma Project Facilitator. Risk assessments through statistical modelling.

Email ID: suvro_shankar_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9836553947
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/suvro-shankar-ghosh-0104b12a?trk=hp-identity-name
Syed Athaar Husain Rizvi
Assistant Consultant, Digital Solution Services, TCS

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Working as Project Manager for Big data Initiative Projects. Good Understanding of Big Data Hadoop stack (Hadoop/Spark/Pig/Hive etc.)
Managed projects in Agile and Waterfall Model.
Inculcating Big Data and Analytics Competencies within Digital group.

**Previous Assignments**
Development Lead/Architect for Payments projects, Bank of America, TCS.
Delivered quality deliverables to client with involvement right from requirement gathering, Application design & development to warranty support.
Managed cross location teams and provided required guidance.
Release Management/Application support activities

Email ID: syed_rizvi_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9581202786
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/syed-athaar-husain-rizvi-940b78b

Tarun Motwani
Manager - Sales, Indus Software

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Country Manager - Philippines territory
Sales of Lending Products - Lending Analytics products
To prepare strategy for marketing, hunting, pricing as per geography needs
Handling team of IST members allocated for this geography
Product suggestions

**Previous Assignments**
Key Account Manager, Newgen Software Inc
Account Manager, Sales

Email ID: mail.tarunmotwani@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9987947499
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/motwanitarun
Uma Sireesha Devarapalli
Senior Consultant, Deloitte

Current Role and Responsibilities
A Senior Consultant responsible for providing blueprint, functional and technical specifications to serve the business requirements. Lead a team to deliver the Design, Development, Testing and Implementation solutions for clientele.

Previous Assignments
Senior Consultant, Sopra Steria Consulting
Specialist, Hewlett & Packard Pvt Ltd
Technical Lead, KPIT Cummins Infosystems Pvt Ltd

Email ID: usird1@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9730301695
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/umadevarapalli

V.V.N. Vamsi Ganesh
IT Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

Current Role and Responsibilities
Leading a team of 20 working across UK and USA. Responsible for pulling monthly reports, analyzing and providing insights on minimizing cost to customer and also increasing Company’s revenue by implementing Service Improvements.

Previous Assignments
Team Member, Systems Engineer, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.
Responsible for effectively balancing the business needs with it’s IT capability, constantly reviewing processes and identifying the ways to improve efficiency and service to the customer. Effectively planning and implementing the code changes related to application.

Email ID: vamsiganesh15@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9535399716
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/vamsi-ganesh-4ba54926
**Vaibhav Varma**  
Associate Project Lead, Grail Research

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Forecasting of all Financial Statements for the client  
Budget creation for the next financial year  
Building detailed revenue and cost forecasting models  
Creating Pricing models for Sales folks  
Quota setting for employees on commissions

**Previous Assignments**  
Associate Project Lead, Grail Research  
Assisted CFO in successfully selling one entity of business by actively handling all requests from prospective investors  
Headcount Management to observe budgeted and non-budgeted headcounts  
Created dashboards used by Customer Success Managers to see trends in key metrics

Email ID: vaibhavvarma91@gmail.com  
Mobile No: +91 8130143080  
LinkedIn ID: [https://in.linkedin.com/in/vaibhav-varma-81614932](https://in.linkedin.com/in/vaibhav-varma-81614932)

---

**Vaitla Suhas**  
Business Analyst, HCL Technologies

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Managing international Bank project to meet deadlines with quality  
Provide analytical solution to customers for the business problems.  
Performing Target achievement analysis of the project and set KPI for the stakeholders.  
Building analytical and operational report

**Previous Assignments**  
Prajwal Business services Pvt. Ltd-(August 2010-May 2013)  
Role: Associate Process Consultant  
Market Based Analysis for the Hydraulic fitting industry.  
Development of Predictive Models for preventive maintenance.  
Development of Sales forecasting Models.

Email ID: vaitla_suhas_2016@cba.isb.edu  
Mobile No: +91 9052204444  
LinkedIn ID: [https://in.linkedin.com/in/vaitla-suhas-3b99b93b](https://in.linkedin.com/in/vaitla-suhas-3b99b93b)
Vaneesh Narayanan
Program Manager - Engg, UnitedHealth Group

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
Leading a team of tech-experts and developing next-gen healthcare administration cloud platform.
Implementing enterprise data lake strategy.
Building a clinical decision support system using medical concepts to generate case-specific advice.

**Previous Assignments**
Product management for eCommerce data monitoring tool and identification of data losses in platform - reducing customer grievances, improving financial accuracy and minimizing operational losses.
Project management for a UK retail giant for their enterprise data warehouse.
Software Engineer/Developer for Healthcare and Banking applications.

Email ID: vaneesh.n@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9686929693
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/vaneesh

Vasavi Rayachoty

**Current Role and Responsibilities**
A highly motivated, hardworking IIT graduate with strong problem solving abilities. Aspiring Data Scientist with excellent conceptual, analytical skills and solid understanding of Statistics, Regression, Text Analytics and Forecasting Models using R.

**Previous Assignments**
Independent Digital Consultant

Email ID: Vasavi_Rayachoty_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9871227993
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasavirayachoty
**Vasudevan Surendran**  
Senior Analytics and Data Scientist, GE Power

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Data science and analytics for diagnosing and prognosing structural failures in industrial and power equipment. Using python, R and industrial cloud development platform Predix, creating a new digital industrial world for power customers.

**Previous Assignments**  
Lead Engineer (Reliability and Structural design of Subsea equipment), GE Oil and Gas  
Engineer (Structural analysis and design of Steam turbine components), GE Oil and Gas

Email ID: vasu_suren@yahoo.co.in  
Mobile No: +91 9886606433  
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasuren

**Venkata Ravi Teja Prathi**  
Senior Software Engineer, CAMP SYSTEMS

**Current Role and Responsibilities**  
Individual Contributor, guiding other team members, mentoring new joiners. Currently designing and implementing data warehouse using Oracle, golden gate to sync the changes. Using Power BI as the client to create dashboards and embedding the reports.

**Previous Assignments**  
Creating web applications using C#, ASP.Net, Oracle, Sql Server, javascript, ExtJs, JQuery, HTML. Evaluated tools fo BI such as tableau, qlikview, pentaho, power bi , Software engineer, CAMP SYSTEMS

Email ID: venkataraviteja@gmail.com  
Mobile No: +91 9666226661  
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/venkataraviteja
Vijendra Kumar Lebaka
Director Marketing, CS Group

Current Role and Responsibilities
Responsible for end to end Marketing Strategies.
Collected data for existing and potential markets in real estate industry
to analyze markets strategic direction.
Help clients better understand their sources of revenue through attribution and capitalize on these learnings by helping them to optimize their purchases Resolve gaps in spend, attribution, and transactional data, yielding a deeper understanding of user behavior.
Provide strategic direction and manage Business partner relationships.
Managing a team of 20-25 members driving them towards achieve organizational goals.
Developing metrics/dashboards to monitor market trends and company performance. Utilizing customer data to support marketing programs.
Drive strategic marketing communication initiatives for CS Group in advertising and corporate communication

Previous Assignments
Proficient in evaluating market trends, and estimating TAM. Manager Customer Analytics, VEPL.
Providing comprehensive BRDs with complete front-end analysis,
Business Consultant, Accenture, Malaysia
Work with IT and business project teams to understand reporting and ERP requirements and propose solutions. Business Consultant,
Meridian Partners, USA

Email ID: vijendra_kumar_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 7032900777
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/vijendral

Vikas Jayna
Vice President Engineering, Info Edge India Ltd. (Naukri.com)

Current Role and Responsibilities
Managing a team of engineers and architects at Naukri.com.
Responsible for technical architecture, hiring and performance appraisals.
Worked on creating service oriented architecture using java, message queues, caching and distributed systems.

Previous Assignments
Managed entire engineering team of the website jeevansathi.com at Info Edge.
Responsible for complete engineering delivery, quality and velocity.
Worked on algorithms, search, machine learning, recommender systems, databases, nosql, desktop, mobile web and mobile apps experience, CRM systems.
Improved sales, marketing conversions and website speed.

Email ID: vjayna@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9811637297
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vikasjayna
Vikram Menon Malik
Head - Total Quality Management, Idea Cellular Limited (Rajasthan)

Current Role and Responsibilities
Managing portfolio of Business Improvement projects worth approx. 50 Cr
Responsible for delivering cross-functional projects in the areas of Customer Life-cycle Management, Operational Excellence, Channel Satisfaction, Product Profitability Improvement & Cost Optimization

Previous Assignments
Lead Six Sigma Black Belt for South Asia Operations (India, Bangladesh & Sri Lanka), DGM - Strategy & Program Management, The Linde Group
Six Sigma Black Belt for India Operations, Sr. Manager - Strategy & Program Management, Linde India Limited
Reliability Engineer (Mechanical), Deputy Manager, Linde India Limited

Email ID: vikram_menon_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9887005121
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/vikram-menon-malik-a7695531

Vipul Manocha
Senior Software Engineer, Wipro Technologies

Current Role and Responsibilities
Part of Wipro HOLMES to introduce HyperAutomation(AI) platform in IT services across accounts
Assist Team and develop Cognitive BOTS using Machine learning algorithms to automate service desk tasks

Previous Assignments
Developed Credit Card ScoreCard models for Banks, Analytics Consultant –I, Fair Isaac Corporation
Worked in DataWarehouse and MSBI domain for global insurance client, Software Engineer, Accenture Pvt Ltd

Email ID: vipul.k.manocha@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9036083436
LinkedIn ID: in.linkedin.com/in/vipul-manocha-a1008324

Email ID: vikram_menon_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9887005121
LinkedIn ID: https://in.linkedin.com/in/vikram-menon-malik-a7695531
Willy P Jose
Senior Manager Business Operations, Dell EMC

Current Role and Responsibilities
I head business operations for EMC India and SAARC global services enabling business growth and operational efficiency across Professional and Customer Support Services in partnership with the rest of the country leadership.

Previous Assignments
Manager Operations, Tech Mahindra. (Resource management, Competency management and enterprise performance management)
Manager Production, Michael & Michael

Email ID: willypjose@gmail.com
Mobile No: +91 9945099128
LinkedIn ID:

Yashu Rastogi
Programmer Analyst, Data & Analytics, CSC

Current Role and Responsibilities

Previous Assignments
Researcher (under guidance of Phd.), MSIT : Conceptualized and Developed Spatial Emotional Speech Synthesizer in MATLAB
Intern, IIT Delhi : Innovated and Registered a Patent in Indian PTO
Intern, HCL Infosystems : Developed Dynamic Online Examination Scoring System

Email ID: Yashu_Rastogi_2016@cba.isb.edu
Mobile No: +91 9958173108
LinkedIn ID: https://www.linkedin.com/in/yashu-rastogi
The programme is designed on a schedule that minimizes disruption of work and personal pursuits.

The programme is a combination of classroom and Technology aided learning platform. ISB’s 1st hybrid model programme. Participants will typically be on campus for a 5 day schedule of classroom learning every alternate month for a span of 12 months, which would ideally be planned to include a weekend.

With 430+ contact hours, the programme is rigorous and in-depth.

In the month where there is no classroom connect; the classes will be conducted over a technology aided learning platform. The contact hours in this platform would be 24 hours a month and every alternate month

CBA is a rigorous and challenging programme. The schedule will include full days of teaching and evenings will be used for guest lectures, projects, and group work. Participants will be required to stay on campus during those classroom days.

**Industry Speakers/Visits:** An integral part of the CBA is interactions with industry speakers and regular visits to relevant organisations throughout the course.

**Simulations:** Simulations help maximise on classroom learning as the decisions that the participants have to make in these simulations replicate the kind of decisions they would encounter in their respective organisations.

**Action Learning:** Action learning is an important pedagogical tool that is designed to give participants a chance to practice their management theories in real life scenarios.

There will be an action learning project, which will be performed individually or under a mentor/guide from ISB.

**Faculty:** Professors from global B-schools including ISB, SME (Subject matter experts) & Industry practioners teach for the programme.

**Curriculum:** The curriculum has been designed in tandem with inputs from Industry and academia. The course has an academic rigor and candidates are graded accordingly.
Contact Details:
Admissions, Recruitment and Collaboration

Deepak Agrawal, Associate Director,
Email: Deepak_A@isb.edu